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Ascensa Pure Synergies  

Ascensa Pure Synergies are blended into imported European Violet Glass bottles fitted with a dropper control screw cap. 

All prices shown below are for one 5ml bottle of synergy.   GST will be applied to these prices.   10 ml or larger available 

upon request.   

 

Chakra Align $25 

Energy follows thought.   As we envision the vibrational journey through our chakras, the pranic tube aligns into holistic 

harmony.  Vital energy flows through the entire channel to connect us to the One Consciousness.  When we are aligned 

with the Divine, the universal gifts of love, peace and wisdom are bestowed upon us.  

cypress, cardamom, lemon, rose, basil, lavender, frankincense 
Precautions: Avoid using with sensitive or allergy prone skin 

 

Evergreen   $20 

Synchronize with the rhythm of the forest, bathe in her healing energy, reunite with the divine spark of nature and 

embrace the soul of the world. 

cedarwood, cypress, spruce, juniper, sage, pine, fir, bergamot, oakmoss, basil, vetiver  
Precautions: avoid high concentration use with infants, elders, epileptics, and those who have acute kidney and urinary tract infections   

 

Forest Elemental   $25 

Escape the noise and stress of the city and immerse yourself in the sanctuary of the Elemental Kingdom.   Sit quietly and 

listen for the pulse of nature.   Aventurine grounds the senses and strengthens your connection to Mother Earth.   

ravintsara, bergamot, geranium, orange, rosemary, juniper, myrrh, cypress, cedarwood, clove, helichrysum 
Precautions:  avoid high concentration use with infants, elders, epileptics, and those who have acute kidney and urinary tract infections   

 

Inspired Angels   $35 

The celestial aroma of floral citrus permeates the initial scent, then gently wafts toward the resinous woods of 
ancient lands.   Celestite and Scolecite promote visions of the angelic realms while the kings of oil - 
Frankincense and Jasmine - deliver pureness of love within the heart.  Transport yourself into the heavens with 
this Divine scent.  
 

angelica root, bergamot, elemi, frankincense, grapefruit,  jasmine,  lime,  ylang ylang 
Precautions:  can cause photo-toxicity on sensitive skin 
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Mystic Journey   $35 

Journey beyond the veil of your outer self.  Explore the timeless truths that have endured for millennia and recognize the 

oneness in all of creation. Look through a sacred lens to remember who you really are and fulfill your highest potential.  

Explore the deeper story of your soul and awake a deeper connection to your inner light. 

rhododendron, tobacco absolute, palo santo, frankincense, oakmoss absolute, cedarwood, patchouli, sage, vetiver, thuga, yarrow, litsea cubeba  

Prosperity   $20 

Create the flow of abundance with this essence formulated under the lunar moon with Shiva Lingam for manifestation and 

Jade for new beginnings.   Time honored traditions are fulfilled using mandarin for good fortune, ginger to bring your plans 

into fruition quickly, orange to bring love, luck and money and myrrh to banish bad luck. 

orange, ginger, myrrh, elemi, frangipani 
Precautions:  may have some photo toxicity - best to not expose the skin to sunlight after a treatment; could irritate sensitive skins;  

 

Santosa   $35 

Peace and happiness lie within.  Let go of striving; release yourself from expectations, wants, desires; extend your 

thoughts to the abundance of life; realize the feeling of inner contentment and rejoice in the freedom of what is.   

elemi, palo santo, jasmine, frankincense, helichrysum, grapefruit, ravintsara, vetiver, geranium 

 

Sleep Easy   $25 

Drift away on the peaceful aromatic clouds of Clary Sage, Marjoram, Lemon and Vetiver while the relaxing cradle of Lapis 

Lazuli and Amethyst lullaby you into comforting tranquility.   

clary sage, marjoram, lemon, orange, vetiver 
Precautions:  may have some photo toxicity, avoid using with sensitive or allergy prone skin. 
 

Spicey Chai   $20 

Legend says a king ordered the creation of a healing beverage that became known as CHAI. The heat from ginger and 

black pepper to stimulate digestion; clove to relieve pain; cardamom as a mood elevator; cinnamon to support circulation 

and respiratory function; and star anise to freshen the breath.   

cardamom, cinnamon, ginger, sweet orange, vanilla, patchouli, clove 
Precautions: could cause irritation, especially to the mucus membranes 

 

Cold Comforter   $20 

Specifically blended for respiratory support, soft balsamic scents caress the senses and mingle with the fresh scent of 

citrus.  Additional lung and heart support is provided by Emerald to have you all wrapped up and feeling cozy.  

ravintsara, lavender, balsam, eucalyptus, rosalina, orange 
Precautions: Avoid with infants and small children 
 
 

All pure synergies should be diluted before use.  A patch test should be performed by those with sensitive skin.  If you are pregnant or nursing, please 

consult a physician before using any Ascensa product.   
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